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The master bedroom and deck look
seaward through pocketing window
walls.The bed frame is made of
leather and Hawaiian koa wood.
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DESIGN CREATIVITY

REACHES

new heights
By Susan Bady, Senior Contributing Editor

T

he custom- and spec-home categories of the Best
in American Living Awards (BALA) have always
yielded a rich assortment of design ideas, and 2014
was no exception. In this article, you’ll read about
everything from BauHaus and the Sarasota School
of Architecture to state-of-the-art engineering
and innovative small-house solutions. Modernism is redeﬁned and
builders and architects ﬁnd new ways to integrate homes with their
natural surroundings.
BALA is the nation’s premier award program, continually redeﬁning excellence in the entire residential building industry. Every
year, the program honors good design in single-family and multifamily homes of all types and sizes as well as communities, interior
design, remodeling, and rental developments. For more on the 2014
BALA winners, visit www.bestinamericanliving.com.

Masterpiece of Engineering

The home’s steep driveway has ramp
walls clad in heavy split-face, blue-black
granite leading to a state-of-the-art,
turntable garage.The hydraulic ramp
inclines upward to flatten the entry ramp
and prevent cars from bottoming out.

PLATINUM AWARD FOR
BEST ONE-OF-A-KIND CUSTOM
OR SPEC HOME UP TO
4,000 SQUARE FEET

Project Name:
Marine Lair
Location:
La Jolla, Calif.
Designer/Architect:
Matrix Design Studio, San Diego
Interior Designer:
Matrix Design Studio, San Diego
Builder:
Hill Construction Co., San Diego
Photographer:
Pablo Mason Photography
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This uber Gen Y bachelor pad is a place
where technology and nature handsomely
coalesce along the Paciﬁc coast. An engineering marvel, the four levels—designed
to resemble a ship on land—fully maximize
views while adhering to strict coastal height
limitations and tight lot considerations.
Wide-ﬂange steel beams and cast-in-place
concrete support the 65,000-pound rooftop
inﬁnity-edge pool, while a two-stage hydraulic driveway affords the lowest of sports
cars access to the subterranean, laser-guided
turntable garage. LED backlit Brazilian
granite clads the oversized beach bath and
steam-shower walls, with shimmers of quartz
and carnelian light that echo the sunset
ocean vistas.
Both the living areas and the master
bedroom have retracting window walls that
instantly transform the inside space into an
outdoor environment and let sea breezes
ﬁll the home. The master bathroom utilizes nanotechnology-dimming glass, which
allows either a full view of the ocean or
complete privacy with the push of a button.
Cantilevered, backlit glass and stainless steel
stairs provide a dramatic sculptural element
after sunset.
The most intriguing and carefully engineered feature is the inﬁnity-edge rooftop pool, complete with swim-up bar and
eight-person Jacuzzi. The pool ﬂoor has a
curved-glass slit that serves as a skylight
underneath, directing dancing reﬂected light
onto the ﬂoating staircase inside the home.
Other features include a chilled wine
room that can accommodate more than 500
bottles; wave-like closet doors in the master
bedroom; and hidden televisions that ﬂip
down from the bedroom ceilings and have
360-degree rotating capability.

